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Ready to learn more about Fortivoice?

FortiVoice Secure Unified Communications, along with
FortiFone IP phones, helps organizations keep up with
changing communication needs due to evolving
infrastructure, remote/hybrid work, and BYOD. 

Fortinet's integrated platform for voice, conferencing,
chat, and fax solves these challenges in a way that
brings teams together for optimal organization
efficiency.

As a trusted UC solutions provider, we look forward to helping guide you to the best UC solutions for your
organization now and in the future. Please reach out to your CNP account manager or contact us:

Turn your smartphone and computer into a
communication hub with integrated calling,
conferencing, chat, fax, and more

Easily view colleagues’ real-time presences

Quick chat anytime with colleagues from Softclient

Send and receive faxes from Softclient for Desktop

Microsoft Teams integrations to enjoy quality
FortiVoice calling experience within the app

Recognized as a global
cybersecurity leader by Gartner and
others, Fortinet understands one of
the top priorities for business
communications is security.
FortiVoice UC provides secure
conversations and prevents call
eavesdropping and SIP attacks with
built-in security and encryption

Managing business communications
has become increasingly
complicated as companies are more
geographically distributed.
FortiVoice’s simple licensing and
intuitive interface helps to optimize
administrators’ onboarding
experience to reduce business
disruption.

Simplicity
FortiVoice UC enables users to
make and receive calls, check
voicemails, access directories, and
more directly from their computers
and smartphones. Users can also
enjoy additional features to view
colleagues’ real-time presences,
start a chat, and receive faxes
within the FortiFone Softclient.

AvailabilitySecurity

Real-time collaboration for optimal efficiency

The FortiVoice Unified Communications solution is fully integrated with Microsoft Teams. Users can easily make calls
and enjoy secure, quality conversations right within Teams. Launching the FortiFone Softclient directly from Teams

opens up more options, such as accessing voicemails, checking faxes, and viewing call histories

Microsoft Teams Integration

CNP Technologies has been an award-winning UC solutions provider for more than 20 years with a
deep bench of solutions architects, phone systems and contact center experts, and support engineers. 

Serving the Southeastern United States and beyond since 1996
800+ Unified Communications Customers and 400+ Network and Data Center Customers
Professional Services Practice: from vCIO to staffing
Award-Winning First Call and Managed Support

FortiVoice

https://www.fortinet.com/resources/cyberglossary/byod

